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ABSTRACT 

Network Analysis is a fundamental tool in the 
design and operation of telephone traffic 
systems. Existing analysis techniques are . 
briefly surveyed and some of their deficiencies 
outlined. A new, robust method of network 
analysis is presented which achieves an explicit 
decomposition of the overall analysis into a set 
of link analysis problems. This method applies 
to networks of general topology and with general 
routing schemes. Results are given for some 
examples and compared to call-by-call digital 
simulations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The primary objective of the analysis of a tele
phone traffic network is the calculation of the 
grades of service (point-to-point blocking 
probabilities) for the relations of the network. 
Such an analysis arises in the context of net
work dimensioning where the trunk groups are 
sized to cater for, at a prescribed grade of 
service, a predicted set of busy-hour originat
ing traffics. Also, such an analysis is used in 
a network management context where it is 
required to choose a suitable set of routes to 
optimise the distribution of carried traffic for 
the currently prevailing set of originating 
traffics. Especially in this latter role it is 
necessary to have accurate analytical methods 
available in order to make routing decisions in 
real time. 

Many methods have been proposed for the analysis 
of telephone traffic networks. The ones which 
have been most widely applied have been moment 
methods, where streams of telephone traffic are 
described by one or more traffic moments [1-5]. 
Moment methods, by their very nature, are 
approximate because they offer only a partial 
probabilistic representation of the traffic 
streams in a network. However, such approxi
mation allows the simplification of complex 
network analyses to manageable proportions. The 
practical nature of moment methods lies in the 
fact that they involve a reduction of the net
work analysis to a set of simpler link analysis 
problems. This reduction involves two basic 
steps. The first we call the link traffic 
segregation problem and the second, the link 
traffic aZZoaation problem. " 

In a network with alternative routing, a link 
can be offered a number of separate traffic 
streams. The segregation problem involves 
analysing the performance of each link so as to 
determine, for each stream of link offered 
traffic, the moments of the correspo~ding 
streams of carried and overflow traffic. This 
is necessary because each stream of carried or 
overflow traffic may, in general, go on to form 
offered traffic to another link. The traffic 
allocation problem involves finding the moments 
of the separate streams of link offered traffic, 
and clearly depends on the routing scheme 
employed by the network. 
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That the two network sub-problems are not 
independent is clear, because the allocation of 
offered traffic to a particular link depends in 
general on the segregation of traffic on other 
links. The individual link analyses describe 
the state of the network in terms of sets of 
network parameters (e.g. the set of link block
ing probabilities). The traffic allocation 
around the network can be written as a general 
function of these parameters, but analysis of 
the network has to be carried out iteratively 
because the network parameters themselves are 
functions of the traffic allocation. Such 
iterative methods are used in [1-3], where both 
the problems of traffic allocation and segregat
ion are approached heuristically, usually using 
methods based on some form of the Equivalent 
Random Theory (ERT) [5]. 

In the following a moment method is presented 
for network analysis which provides an explicit 
decomposition of the analysis by the development 
of analytically-based (rather than heuristic) 
methods for the solution "of the two problems of 
traffic segregation and allocation. The 
analysis is iterative and proceeds by the alter
nate application of the segregation and allocat
ion algorithms. Central to this method is the 
formulation of a general link model which is 
applied to each link in the network. This model 
describes a link as a set "of limited-availabil
ity servers offered a number of separate streams 
of traffic. Limited availability is used to 
account for calls finding a free server on a 
link being rejected due to congestion of links 
in the rest of the path. The method applies to 
networks with general topology and general 
routing schemes. Results are compared with call
by-call digital simulations. 

2. NETWORK MODEL 

We make some assumptions which have been widely 
used for network analysis, and they are stated 
briefly here. 

1. Originating traffics are Poisson. 

2. Call holding times are independent with 
exponential distribution function (d.f.), 
unit mean. 

3. Network is in Statistical Equilibrium. 

4. Each exchange has full access to outgoing 
trunks. 

5. Negligible call set-up times. 

6. Blocked calls are cleared and do not return. 

7. The occupancy distributions of trunk groups 
are independent. 

One more assumption is made, concerning the 
moment description of the streams of traffic in 
the network. This assumption differs from that 
made in other analysis methods. It is: 
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8. Streams of overfZow traffic are considered 
to be well described by their first three 
traffic moments, and can be modelled as 
simple renewal processes by a moment match 
technique as in [3,6]. Streams of carried 
traffic are modelled as Poisson processes 
and are described by one traffic moment only. 

The first part of this assumption is consistent 
with other moment methods. In [1-3] the totaZ 
link overflow traffic is found by the ERT or an 
equivalent. However these methods in themselves 
give no indication / of how the total overflow is 
to be apportioned among the individual overflo~s, 
and heuristic methods are used in [1-3]. There 
has been little emphasis in the past on the 
importance of the link carried traffics. It is 
clear that due to the existence of multi-link 
routes, a link may operate under what are 
effectively limited availability conditions 
(from the point of view of the arriving calls) . 

A call finding a free server may be rejected due 
to the failure to find free servers on the rest 
of the links of the route. The methods in 
11-5], however, all rely on network models 
assuming fully available servers. In [1-3] the 
increased availability of servers on a link due 
to congestion in the rest of the route is taken 
into account by the introduction of a heuristic 
"reduced link offered traffic". Such methods 
do not allow for the equality of carried 
traffics on links of the same route. 

with this motivation, we now give a general link 
model as a set of limited availability servers. 
In general, a link is offered a number of 
separate streams of traffic, but we consider 
just for now the case of a link offered a .single 
stream of (renewal) traffic. In the context of 
network analysis, this stream may be thought of 
as the totaZ link offered traffic (modelled as 
a renewal process). The problem of more than 
one offered stream is considered in section 4 
and for which the results to be given here are 
necessary. Considering just the single offered 
stream, a call which arrives and finds a free 
server is rejected without service with a 
constant bauZking probability S according to an 
independent Bernoulli trial. The justification 
for this lies with Assumption 8 above. If the 
process of calls arriving to find at least one 
free server is Poisson, and since the 
occupancy distribur.ions of the rest of the links 
in the route are independent, each call finding 
a free server on the link has equal probability 
of finding the rest of the route congested. So 
the stream of calls actually accepted on the 
link (and on the route} is Poisson. For such a 
loss system, the following results are given. 

Lemma Let {Ll, ... ,LN} be an ordered collection 
of servers such that an arriving call seeks 
service on line Lr iff it finds all of the 
servers Ll, .. .',Lr - 1 busy. Each call which finds 
a free server on arrival is rejected without 
service with probability 6 according to an 
independent Bernoulli trial. If the stream of 
call arrivals constitutes a renewal process 
(with d.f. of inter-event times Ft.)), then the 
stream composed of calls which arrive to find 
all N servers busy also constitutes a renewal 
process (with d.f. of inter-event times denoted 
by G(.). 

The proof of this lemma is very similar to that 
of Palm's fundamental theorem in [7]. Now, let 
~Cs) and ~(s) be the Laplace-Stieltjes trans
forms of Ft.) and Gt.l respectively. We now 
express ~ in terms of ~. 

Theorem 

~ Cs) 
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II (s) 
l+~ (s) 

(2.la) 

where 

~ (s) 

and C! (s) = [(l-S)j+l ~ 
J i=O 

1 . 

(2.1b) 

<j>(s+i) ij~O (2.1c) 
l-~(S+l) 

ij<O 

Proof This follows along similar lines to the 
proof in [8] for the analogous case with fully 
available servers. 

Equations (2.1) allow the calculation of the 
moments of the (total) overflow process 'using the 
results of the G/M/oo queue [8], as done in 
[3,6~9]. Briefly, if the factorial moments of 
the overflow traffic are denoted {mi} and 

then A~(O) 

(2.2) 

In the general case where n streams are offered 
to a link, as depicted in Fig. 1, each stream of 
offered traffic suffers its particular baulking 
probability, and creates its own stream of over
flow traffic and a stream of carried traffic. - . 

OFFERED {I 
STREAMS 

n 

N SERVERS 
Fig. 1 General link model. 

I! OVERFLOW 
STREAMS 

n 

The moments of the streams of offered traffic 
and the individual baulking probabilities are 
determined by the traffic allocation procedure, 
which is outlined in the next section. 

3. LINK TRAFFIC ALLOCATION 

The purpose of this section is to show how the 
link offered traffics may be derived in terms of 
the network model outlined in the previous 
section, assuming that the link blocking 
probabilities and the overflow characteristics 
of each link are known. This is one phase of 
the iterative network analysis. 

The traffic offered to a link depends on the 
network routing scheme, which is a function of 
both the set of possible routes and of the form 
of route control exercised by the exchanges. 
In [4] a systematic way of uniquely representing 
the routing scheme of a network is described. 
This is in the form of a path-loss sequence and 
an augmented route tree which shows the order in 
which the alternative routes are attempted under 
the route control used. Imaginary loss nodes 
are introduced in order to distinguish the ways 
in which· calls are lost to the system. As an 
example, consider the simple network portrayed 
in Fig. 2, with route control by conditional 
preselection. The augmented route tree for 
origin-destination exchange pair (A,B) is given 
in Fig. 3. The path-loss sequence {Uj} for (A,B) 
is {Pl,P2,P3,P4,Ll}. That is a call 1S lost 
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Fig. 2 A small telephone network. 

T>---....rlB 

Fig. 3 .Au.9ll1ented route tree for 0-0 pair (A,B) 
(Conditi~nal preselection) 

only if it finds all four paths blocked (which 
may not be the case for other forms of route . 
control). Given that such a unique represent
ation as in [4] exists for any network, we do 
not concern ourselves here with particular types 
of network or route control, and the following 
analysis is for a general network employing an 
arbitrary route control method. 

Let the vector of link blocking probabilities 
be denoted y, and let x be the corresponding 
set of linking probabilities [10] i.e. 
{xi:Xi=l-Yi}. Consider a route Uj between some 
0-0 pair, and for the moment ignore the traffic 
generated by other 0-0 pairs. Let the mean 
traffic offered to Uj be aj. This is just the 
mean traffic overflowing the previous route 
Uj-l, and without restricting the argUment, we 
assume this traffic to be offered to the first 
link in U'. The traffic offered to this first 
link in U3 is non-Poisson if j>l, since it is a 
stream of overflow traffic. If the links in Uj 
beyond the first link belong to link set Al, 
then the baulking probability 61 for calls 
finding a free server on the first link is 

The calls finding a free server on the first 
link form a Poisson process (under Assumption 8) 
with mean aj~l which constitutes the offered 
traffic to the second link in the route, and so 
on along the route. The link model, repeatedly 
applied, suffices to analyse each link in Uj. 
The model, by the use of the baulking probabil
ities, clearly distinguishes the traffic lost 
to a route due to each particular link in the 
route. Further discussion of this point may 
be found in ' [11] . 

We make the following observations. Firstly, 
only one link of each route is offered non
Poisson traffic, namely the link receiving the 
overflow from the previous route. For the 
route U1 all the links are offered Poisson 
traffic. Secondly, all of the links of a route 
operate under effective limited availability 
conditions except for the last. 

To show how the link offered traffics are 
explicitly generated, it is instructive to 
first consider the route carried traffics. If 
we calculate the mean traffic carried on each 
route of a certain 0-0 pair, then by subtraction 
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from the 0-0 originating traffic we obtain the 
mean traffic lost to the network, leading to the 
grade of service for the 0-0 pair. This is the 
approach used in the one-moment methods of 
analysis in [4] and [11]. One of the major 
problems with the allocation of the link offered 
traffics is the presence of links which are 
common to two or more routes of an 0-0 pair. 
Thus there is a likelihood of dependence between 
the probabilities of a call being carried on 
certain pairs of routes. Clearly, if a link is 
common to two routes, and is congested, both 
routes of which it is a component will also be 
congested. By the use of conditional probabil
ities in determining the route carried traffics, 
the effect of common links may be taken into 
account [4,11,12]. 

NOW, a call is carried on route U' if it finds 
all the routes Ul, •.. ,Uj-1 congested, and finds 
all of the links in Uj free (i.e. all with at 
least one free server). Since carried traffics 
are described here by one moment, we express the 
carried traffic on Uj, denoted hj, as in [4,11] 

hj = A pr{Ul, •.. ,Uj-l congestedlUj free}. 

pdUj free} (3.1) 

where A is the originating traffic. The complex 
pr?bability in (3.1) can be expressed in terms of 
the {xi,Yi} from insp~ction of the augmented 
ro~te tree as in [4,11]. Th7 c~nditioning on Uj 
be1ng free accounts for the 1nc1dence of links 
in Uj which are common to one or more of the 
routes Ul,.",Uj_l' 

Consider now link i in route Uj. Let Ai be the 
set of links beyond i in Uj, and let the baulk
ing probability of calls f1nding a free server 
on link i be Si where 

(3.2) 

Let the mean traffic offered to link i be ai. 
The traffic actually carried . on i, hi, is 
composed of calls offered to i which find both i 
and the rest of the route free. Therefore 

aixi IT xk 
ke:Ai 

and explicitly from (3.3) and (3.1) 

ai = A Pr {U 1, ... , Uj _ 1 congested I Uj free}. 

pr{Uj free up to i} 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

which can again be obtained explicitly in terms 
of the {xi,Yi}. Further discussion on the 
significance of equations (3.1) and (3.4) .may be 
found in [11]. From the above formulation we 
note that hi=hj for all links i in Uj. That is, 
the mean link carried traffics for all links are 
numerically equal, a property not present in the 
moment methods of [1-3]. Also, only the link in 
Uj which receives the overflow from route Uj_l 
is offered non-Poisson traffic. The higher 
moments of this offered traffic come from the 
previous link traffic segregation analysis. 

4. LINK TRAFFIC SEGREGATION 

In this section we consider the .problem of a link 
offered n separate streams of traffic, and we 
wish to determine the carried and overflow 
traffic belonging to each individual offered 
stream. It is assumed that the moments of each 
offered stream are known, and its baulking 
probability. Each stream of offered traffic is 
modelled as a renewal process by a moment match 
technique. 
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Accerding to. the requirements ef eur link model, 
we want to. be able - to. distinguish the first 
three traffic mements ef the marginal streams 
ef everflew traffic. The (mean) carried traffics 
arise implicitly frem the calculatien ef the 
link blecking prebability fer each effered 
stream, and frem knewing the baulking prebabil
ity. It is well knew~ [1-3,9,13] that when a 
less system is e£fered 'a number ef streams ef 
traffic, the blecking prebabilities encountered 
by calls in different streamg are net equal 
unless the streams are all Peissen. An 
analytically-based methed is given in [9] for 
determining these separate blecking preba
bilities, and this methed ceuld be applied 
directly to. eur link medel. Hewever, in the 
fellewing analysis we assume fer the sake ef 
simplicity that all effered streams ef traffic 
suffer the same blecking prebability. It is net 
difficult to extend the analysis to. the general 
case, and this is discussed in sectien 6. 

Censider the link medel in Fig. 1. The mements 
ef the tetal effered traffic are feund by 
summatien ef the mements ef the individual 
offered streams. This tetal effered traffic is 
medelled as a renewal precess. Befere we can 
apply the results of sectien 2 to. find the 
tetal everflew traffic, we need an overall 
value fer the link baulking prebability. Each 
stream ef effered traffic gives rise to. a 
Peissen stream ef carried traffic ef intensity 
hi. Frem equatien (3.3) we have the mean 
effered traffics 

hi 
a i = -x-i-('"'1,.---8-1.-. .,--) (i=l, ... ,n) (4.1) 

and because the carried traffics are Peissen, 
the everall (average) link baulking prebability 
is given by 

n h k 8k 
I l-8k 

(4.2) 
k=l 

8 n 
I hk 

k=l l-8k 

This value ef 8, aleng with the calculated 
tetal link effered traffic are used in 
equatiens (2.1) and (2.2) to. find the tetal 
link everflow traffic. 

The methed presented here fer link traffic 
segreaatien is based uoen the werk in [9] 
which deals with the searegatien ef the 
traffic in less systems comoesed ef fully 
available servers. The metheds in [9] are 
generalised here to. cepe with the limited 
availability case dictated by the link medel in 
pectien 2. It is enly necessary to. treat the 
case where a link is effered two. streams of 
(renewal) traffic. In the general situatien 
ef n effered streams, the segregatien analysis 
is reduced to an equivalent set of n 
"bivariate" sub-problems by censidering ene 
stream as separate, and lumping the remaining 
n-l streams into. a secend by a summatien ef 
mements. Thus each sub-preblem ameunts to. 
distinguishing one marginal stream of overflow 
traffic frem the remaining traffic. 

In the fundamental bivariate subproblem, the 
marginal everflew mements are estimated by 
censidering the bivariate peint precess ef 
overflowing calls during the successive busy 
perieds ef the N server system [9]. The metheds 
of [9) may be directly applied here because the 
bivariate arrival precess during the busy 
periods does not depend on whether the servers 
operate with full or limited availability, and 
the busy perieds themselves have the same 
distributien regardless ef the availability ef 
the servers. The methods in [9) rely solely on 
the order ef everflowing (arriving) calls in the 
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busy perieds, and the effect ef the availability 
ef the Servers is taken care ef bv the tetal 
of er flow traffic calculation in sectien 2. 

Hence we give here enly in cencise £erm the 
generalised versien ef the results in [9] necess
ary fer the present segregatien analysis. 

Let the particular stream ef traffic whese ever
flow we wish to. distinguish be deneted the A
marginal precess, and let the remaining traffic 
be called the B-marginal precess. _ 
The key result is an expressien fer the generat
ing functien (g.f.) GA(~) ef the number ef ever
flew events ef type B, NB, which eccur between 
successive A-everflew events i.e. 

I ~r Pr{NB=r} 
r=O 

Therefere the time between successive A-type 
everflews, with prebability density functien 
(p.d.f.) gA(')' is given by 

(NB+l) 
gA(t) = g (t) 

where g(.) is the p.d.f. ef inter-event times in 
the tetal overflew precess, and g(n) (t) denetes 
n- fo.ld cenvel utien ef g ( .) wi th itself. Taking 
Laplace transferms and recalling the netation 
ef sectien 2, then 

(4.3) 

where WA(s) is the transferm ef gA(.) and W(s) 
has already been feund, in principle, by the 
analysis fer thp. tetal effered traffic in 
sectien 2. All that is needed to. cemplete the 
segregatien is an expressien fer GA (~). 

The marginal effered streams ef traffic are 
·medelled as renewal precesses with simple 
rational Laplace transferms of their d.f.'s ef 
inter-event times. Therefore we can express 
their p.d.f.'s fA(') and fB(') in the general 
ferm 

-Pit 
f(t) = I kiPie 

i 
(4.4) 

Since we censider at mest a three mement match, 
the erder ef the distributien cannet exceed 
three. Equatien (4.4) includes the Peissen 
precess and the Interrupted Peissen Precess (IPP), 
the precesses which are ef mest relevance to. 
this paper. 

The expressien fer GA( ~ )in [9 ] is fer the case 
where the effered traffics are I.P.P.'s. We 
give GA( ~ ) here fer a general form ef arriva+ 
precess as discussed abeve. First we define 
seme netation. 

Pi = Pr{arbitrary call in bivariate arrival 
precess is type i } 

e.g. 

where Ai is the intensity of the ith arrival 
precess. Let G~B)*(s, ~ ) be the Laplace trans
ferm· ef the g.f. ef the number ef events in the 
random interval (O,t) caused by the equilibrium 
revewal p~ec~ss ef B-type events, as in [14], 
and let G~B) (s, ~ ) be the Laplace transferm ef 
the g.f. for the cerresponding ordinary renewal 
precess of B-type events. Then we have the 
result 

G2 ( ~ ) 
GA( r;; ) = Gl ( r;;) + l-G 3 ( r;; ) 

where for fA(t) given by equation (4.4) 

(4.5) 
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where 

and \' (B)* 
PAN LkiGe (Pi+N,s) 

. ki (B) * 
+ PBAAN Lp:- GO (Pi+N,s) 

1 

Knowing f A (.) and fB(.), both Gd B)*(.,.) and 
G~B). (.,.) are given by standard renewal theory 
results in [14]. Thus GA(s) can be found from 
(4.5) and used in (4.3) to find that moments of 
the A-marginal overflow process. [These moments 
are found from ~A(s) in the same way as the 
total overflow moments were obtained from ~(s)]. 

5. RESULTS AND COMPARISON 

The use of the new network analysis method is 
illustrated here by means of some examples. A 
computer program was written to implement the 
method and also, for verification, a program was 
written to perform call-by-call digital simu
lations of telephone traffic networks. 

The network analysis program (NAP) begins by 
reading the network topology from a data file, 
which identifies the alternative routes between 
exchange pairs. After an initialisation phase, 
the iterative analysis proceeds by the alternate 
application of the routines for link traffic 
allocation and segregation. The iteration 
continues until the sum of the absolute changes 
in the Link blocking probabilities is within a 
given tolerance (say 0.001). Typically, this 
takes ~f the order of ten iterations. 

The network used in the following examples is 
depicted in Fig. 1. This is a small network 
with two o~igin exchanges A and E, a single 
destination exchange B, and two tandem exchanges 
C and D. It is based on a small portion of the 
Australian metropolitan network. The number of 
servers in each link is written adjacent to the 
link. As well as the traffic originating at A 
and E bound for B, we assume ~~at there is also 
"background" traffic arriving at C and D bound 
for B. This is meant to represent traffic 
coming from other parts of the overall network. 
Since it must already have been carried on other 
links, we assume it is Poisson. The alternative 
routes from the various exchanges to the 
destination B are given in Table I. 

Exchange 
Path Number 

1 2 3 4 

A AB ACB ADB ADCB 
C CB 
D DB DCB 
E EB EDB EDCB 

Table I: Alternative routes for example 
network. 

First we consider the case of route control by 
conditional preselection. In order to calculate 
the link offered traffics, it is necessary to 
have the augmented route tree for each exchange 
pair. The augmented route tree for O-D pair 
(A,B) was given in Fig. 3. The route carried 
traffics for (A,B) , denoted {hj}' are given in 
terms of the {xi,Yi} as 
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AXl 

h2 AY1X2Xa 

ha AY1(1-X2Xa)X4Xs 

h4 AY1Y2YsX4XsXa 

where A is the originating traffic. The total 
lost traffic is A-Eh', yielding the grade of 
service. The indiviaual link offered traffics 
are found by repeated use of equation (3.4). 
In practice this is made easy by the similarity 
between equations (3.1) and (3.4). During this 
calculation, the baulking probability for each 
stream of link traffic is recorded, and the 
average link baulking probabilities accumulated 
using equation (4.2). 

The set of originating traffics and the grade of 
service results from both the NAP and the 
digital simulation for the first example are 
given in Table 11. 

Offered G.O.S. 
Exchange Traffic 

(Erlangs) NAP Simulation 

A 20 0.028 0.037 
C 8 0.080 0.080 
D 6 0.055 0.069 
E 16 0.046 0.049 

Table 11: Grade of service results, Example 1. 

The second example is for the same network and 
originating traffics, but with route control by 
the step-by-step method, as used in crossbar 
exchanges. For the sake of illustration, the 
augmented route tree of (A,B) for this case is 
depicted in Fig. 4. The set of route carried 
traffics is now: 

Fig. 4 

hl AXl 

h2 AYl X2Xa 

ha AYl Y2 X4 Xs 

AYl Y2 ys X4 Xs Xa 

Acr---o 

Augmented route tree for 0-D pair (A,B) 
(step-by-step route control) . 

The grade of service results for the second 
example are given in Table III. 

Offered G.O.S. 
Exchange Traffic 

(Erlangs) NAP Simulation 

A 20 0.037 0.040 
C 8 0.077 0.078 
D 6 0.051 0.067 
E 16 0.045 0.044 

Table III: Grade of service results, Example 2. 
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In the third example, the route control is by the 
step-by-step method, but the originating traffics 
are increased to represent a situation o£ over
load. The grade of service results are in 
Table IV. 

Offered G.O.S. 
Exchange Traffic 

(Erlangs) NAP Simulation 

A 24 0.114 0.117 
C 8 0.176 0.197 
D 8 0.242 0.189 
E 20 0.166 0.141 

Table IV: Grade of service results, Example 3. 

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The moment method of n~twork analysis described 
in this paper is quite general and can be 
applied ' to hierarchical or symmetrical networks, 
with any sort of routinq scheme. This general
ity results from the explicit calculation of the 
route carried traffics during the traffic 
allocation phase of the analysis, which takes 
into account the mechanism by which calls may 
be offered to. the alternative routes. Each 
form of route contrQl dictates a different call 
routing mechanism. 

An important assumption was that of route 
carried traffics as Poisson processes. This 
assumption is justified on a number of counts. 
The process of calls arriving to find a free 
server in a finite server group offered a single 
renewal stream of traffic is considered in [15], 
and a tendency for this carried process to be 
near-Poisson is noted. When there is more than 
one offered stream, the situation is more 
complicated and the separate carried streams 
are negatively correlated. However, numerical 
results such as in [9] indicate the assumption 
of Poisson carried traffics to be not unreason
able. 

In section 4. it was assumed as part of the 
segregation analysis that the streams of traffic 
offered to a common link all suffered the same 
blocking probability. An analytically-based 
method for determining the individual blocking 
probabilities is described in [9]. This method 
was incorporated into a revised network analvsis 
program. The computer code was somewhat more 
complicated, and did lead to improvements in 
the results. However, for networks of reason
able size, the extra storage space and computing 
times required would have to be weighed against 
the small increases in accuracy obtained. In 
previous moment methods [1-3], a great deal of 
emphasis is placed on the distinguishing of the 
separate blocking probabilities for streams of 
traffic offered to a common link. However, it 
is felt that this particular problem is not 
critical to the overall accuracy : and within 
the assumptions made for network analysis, the 
heuristic methods in [1-3] for traffic allocat
ion and segregation form a greater limitation 
on the accuracy. 

The results given in the previous section show 
that the proposed method gives quite good 
results compared to digital simulations, for the 
examples considered. Overall, due to its 
analytic base, it is felt that the method is 
robust and will give reliable results over a 
full range of hetwork types. Comparison with 
other moment methods is underway. 
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